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	This title presents a much needed systematic analysis of the current issues, challenges, and outcomes surrounding patient safety in health care. It features dedicated mailing and e-mail campaign to healthcare related media & organisations. Each year more people die in health care accidents than in road accidents. Increasingly complex medical treatments and overstretched health systems create more opportunities for things to go wrong, and they do. Patient safety is now a major regulatory issue around the world, and Australia has been at its leading edge. Self-regulation by professional and industry groups is now widely regarded as insufficient, and government is stepping in. In "Patient Safety First", leading experts survey the governance of clinical care. Framed within a theory of responsive regulation, core regulatory approaches to patient safety are analysed for their effectiveness, including information systems, corporate and public institution governance models, the design of safe systems, the role of medical boards, open disclosure and public inquiries. This is essential reading for all medical and legal professionals working in patient safety as well as readers in public health, health policy and governance.
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ASP.NET Web Development with Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004Apress, 2004
This concise, no-nonsense book teaches you how to develop accessible, standards-compliant ASP.NET-driven web sites with the latest technologies: ASP.NET and Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004. Real-world tutorials will help you achieve results quickly as you plunge into the text.

You'll learn the fundamental concepts of the .NET Framework,...
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Access 2007 VBA Programming For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
If you’ve been using Access for a while, you’re probably aware of its power and potential and itching to take advantage of both. AccessÐ’ 2007 VBA Programming For Dummies takes you beyond forms and reports and shows you how to use VBA to create killer Access databases and applications. This gentle introduction to VBA...
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Designing BSD Rootkits: An Introduction to Kernel HackingNo Starch Press, 2007
Designing BSD Rootkits introduces the fundamentals of programming and developing rootkits under the FreeBSD operating system. In addition to explaining rootkits and rootkit writing, the book aims to inspire readers to explore the FreeBSD kernel and gain a better understanding of the kernel and the FreeBSD operating system itself. Unlike...
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Write Your Way into Animation and Games: Create a Writing Career in Animation and GamesFocal Press, 2010

	Audiovisual storytelling has a long, well-developed history. As far back as
	the earliest known prehistoric times, human beings have communicated the
	essence of story through the use of pictures and sound: whether it’s cave paintings
	of the hunt, a poet proclaiming the epic adventures of Odysseus, Greek
	actors performing tragedy...
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Real Estate Investing For Canadians For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The past decade has seen many real estate investors taken on a wild ride. The first decade of the 21st century began with real estate being seen as a safe haven for investors, and the boom that followed made real estate the sure-fire key to wealth. The subprime mortgage crisis in the United States and drop in real estate values around the...
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Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 T-SQL Fundamentals (PRO-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2008
This book walks you through your first steps in T-SQL (also known as Transact-SQL), which is Microsoft SQL Server s dialect of the standard ANSI-SQL language. You ll learn the theory behind T-SQL querying and programming, how to develop T-SQL code to query and modify data, and get an overview of programmable objects. Although this book is intended...
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